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MAY 2017
TIME TO STOP
AND
SMELL THE ROSES
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BY SUSAN ROBERTS
Coordinator, Macarthur Blvd.
Beautification Project

CJ residents gather June 3 to make signs in support of the Black Lives Matter movement.
For more about the sign making event, see page 14.

Cabin John Plans for a Pandemic 4th of July
BY SUSAN SHIPP
CJCA President

S

Now we ask that the community go big with
your patriotic décor. Get out your bunting,
flags, balloons, and t-shirts. Decorate your
home, your car, your bike, and yourself! Feel

S

ince March, the pandemic has
prompted Cabin John residents to limit
their outdoor activities to strolling
the neighborhood. Folks have been able
to witness firsthand the springtime burst
of blossoms, leafing out of trees, and rapid
growth of the grasses.
The wonderful ongoing work of the
MacArthur Blvd. Beautification Project is
now in full display, prompting people to ask
for the plants to be identified. So, let’s take a
stroll along Cabin John’s main street.

adly with the pandemic still making
large gatherings dangerous, Cabin
John’s long-standing 4th of July parade
and festivities will be on hiatus this year.
But that doesn’t mean the community can’t
show its patriotism in other ways. Thanks
to John and Annmarie Allen of 81st St.,
who have been on community flag duty for
the last six years, MacArthur Blvd. will be
sporting the Red, White, and Blue per usual.
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CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

free to make chalk drawings in celebration of
our nation’s 244th birthday.

CABIN JOHN CLASS OF
2020 GRADUATES

On this Independence Day, as you stroll the
streets of Cabin John amidst the patriotic
colors and paraphernalia, remember all that
has made the U.S.A. great over these past
two and a half centuries and know that we
can help carry our country through these
troubled times. VN

CJ IN THE TIME OF
CORONAVIRUS:
STORIES & PHOTOS
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For more info, check us out:
www.cabinjohn.org
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BEAUTIFICATION

The blossoming yellow coreopsos brightens the long bed near
the intersection of Seven Locks Rd. The following week additional
recruits were called in to help spread a truckload of wood chips up
and down the boulevard.

Even before the official
beginning of the CJCAsponsored beautification efforts
in 2019, unidentified resident(s)
had added a vibrant deep pink
Knock Out rose bush near the
bridge and another one on
the east side of the parkway
entrance, adding to the county’s
installation of ornamental
grasses at each MacArthur Blvd.
intersection in Cabin John.
Beautification teamwork at
the east side of the access road
intersection between August
and October 2019 added three
compact violet-blossomed
Perovska Little Spire Russian

Sage; a Coreopsis hybrid “Big
Bang” Star Cluster that produces
masses of white flowers with
burgundy centers; a Peony;
and a Pugster Amethyst dwarf
Butterfly Bush, which blooms
throughout the summer.
On the west side of the access
road intersection, where
ornamental grasses and lilies
were already planted, the crew
added another red Double
Knock Out rose bush; a
Tickseed Coreopsis v. Zagreb,
distinctive with its delicate
ferny leaves and profusion of
yellow daisies; two Thyme;
three variegated Liriope with
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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its graceful dark green leaves and spikes of
violet flowers; three dark purple Salvia; a few
bulbs; some fleshy, succulent leaved Autumn
Joy Sedum, which will produce flat clusters
of tiny pink flowers in the early fall; and a
Veronica, also known as Speedwell.
Opposite 75th St. sits a single Double
Knockout rose bush in a small bed edged
with rocks.
At Alpine Veterinary Hospital, folks
passing by will see the first efforts of the
beautification crew. In May 2019 this patch
was picked because Alpine manager Anna
Strates agreed to water the plants at least
for the first year. The committee planted
three mounding Ribbon Falls Sedge grasses;
five Viette’s Little Suzy Black-Eyed Susans;
and two Walker’s Low Nepeta Catmint
with its aromatic gray-green foliage and
dark lavender-blue flowers that bloom in
late spring.

What a difference a year makes! The newly planted patch by Alpine Vet in May 2019. Today,
the area is bursting with well mounded Falls Sedge grasses and Walker’s Low Nepeta Catmint.

At 78th St. someone planted a few Irises. The
beautification team hopes to further improve
this area in the future.
The 70-foot stretch of the long narrow
strip just east of Seven Locks Rd., with its
concrete-like soil, was tackled with the
help of professionals. The plants, chosen by
the committee along with some wonderful
donations, include six variegated Liriope;
six clumpy Muhlbergia or Muhly grasses,
known for pink to purple inflorescences
that float above the body of the plant in
an airy display; six yellow-flowered Early

Sunrise Coreopsis; 12 Nepeta “Cat’s Pajamas”
Catmint with its spikes of indigo flowers; six
Phenomenal Lavender, whose dense mound
of silvery green foliage is topped with tall
wands of purple flowers; six Sedum spurium
“Fuldaglut” Stonecrop, a ground cover of
green foliage with maroon highlights and
offsetting rosy-red flowers that bloom in late
summer; and three Abelia Kaleidoscope,
a semi-evergreen shrub whose glossy oval
leaves go from green in spring to golden
yellow in summer and orange red in fall.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

MICKIE
SIMPSON
If you are thinking about selling your home, either
soon or in the future, let's talk. I have a resident's
understanding of the unique Cabin John market.

Associate Broker | Green Designation
msimpson@ttrsir.com
202.906.9865 mobile
linkedin.com/in/mickiesimpson
Friendship Heights office
301.967.3344
www.ttrsir.com
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QIUYU APEL of Seven Locks
Rd. is a new graduate of Walt
Whitman High School. She
plans to study science at the
University of Florida and is
very excited for the future.

AMY ARBETMAN, who grew
up on 76th St., also graduated from Whitman. She’s
planning to major in Environmental Studies at Macalester
College in St. Paul, Minn..

CABIN JOHN
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GWEN ARBETMAN, like
her twin Amy, grew up on
76th St. She graduated
from Whitman and will be
studying psychology at Clark
University in Worcester, MA.

Whitman graduate JOSHUA
CARTER of Riverside Ave.
is taking a gap year to work
at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology.
He will attend University of
Maryland, College Park after
his gap year.

ANNA CASH of MacArthur
Blvd. graduated from the
Honors College of Letters
and Science at the U of
WI-Madison with a B.A. in
Psychology and certifcates
in Global Health and African
Studies.

HARRY CASH of MacArthur
Blvd. graduated from NYU,
where he studied philosophy
and linguistics and received
honors for his thesis in
philosophy. Harry plans to
apply to graduate programs
in philosophy in 2021.

JUDAH CHAMBERS of
MacArthur Blvd. graduated
from Maret High School. He
is headed off to California to
study Philosophy at UCLA.

Whitman graduate SAHARA
ESTINTO of MacArthur Blvd.
is excited to create new
memories at the University
of San Francisco. She will
be studying Psychology and
can’t wait to explore the city.

MORGAN FILYAW of
Cypress Grove Ln. graduated
from the University of
Texas - Austin with a B.S. in
Radio-Television-Film. One of
Morgan's six short films, was
selected for the 11th Annual
Texas Union Film Festival.

ALEXANDRE GRIESINGER
VELOSO of Cypress Grove
Ln., another Whitman
graduate, will attend the
University of Maryland,
College Park. He plans
to pursue a degree in
Economics.

www.cabinjohn.org ⏐ June 2020

ARIELLE PRATT HICKEL graduated from USC, Annenberg
School of Communications &
Journalism. Arielle interned
with Jimmy Kimmel Live! and
with Theatrical Agent Gloria
Hinohosa. Arielle is pursuing a
career in film and TV in LA.

DOMINIQUE MAGGIO of
Archbold Terrace is a 60-yearold graduate of American
Sentinel University, earning
a B.S. in Nursing. Dominique,
headed back to school to get
her BSN after she became an
RN at the age of 50.

SAM MERMELSTEIN
of Tomlinson Ave. also
graduated from Whitman. He
will be heading to Virginia
Tech to study engineering.

IAN MEYER-O’CONNOR has
lived on 78th St. all of his life.
He graduated from Sandy
Spring Friends School on
June 6. He plans to attend
Goucher College in the fall to
study creative writing and all
things fiction.

TAYLOR PASCAL PITTMAN of 80th Pl. is another
Whitman graduate. He will
be attending the University
of Delaware in the fall after
spending time at Great Falls
this summer.

Whitman graduate MOLLY
ROTHSCHILD of 78th St. will
be attending the University
of Michigan (hopefully on
campus!).

FLANDERS "FRANKIE"
BRIELLE SHATSEL-KRETZ
of 81st St. graduated from
Northeastern University with
a B.A. in Communications
and minors in Business
Administration and Global
Fashion Studies.

BAILEY STRATAKOS of
Webb Rd. also graduated
from Whitman and plans
to study psychology and
business at Ole Miss.

ANDRE THORNTON of
Wishbone Terrace, a 2020
graduate of Walter Johnson
High School, was a varsity
swimmer all four years. He
plans to major in mechanical
engineering at Union
College, Schenectady, NY.

LILY TOWER of Seven Locks
Rd. graduated from Boston
University with a B.A. in
Neuroscience and a minor
in dance. She will be doing
research in pain medicine at
Brigham and Women’s Hospital prior to medical school.
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JACK HERSCOWITZ of
Woodrow Pl. graduated from
Middlebury College with a
double major in Music Comp.
and Envir. Studies. He will work
for a year with AmeriCorps at
Hopewell Music Cooperative
North in Minneapolis, MN.

BEST
OF LUCK
to you
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CJ LIFE IN THE TIME OF CORONAVIRUS
The coronavirus pandemic has changed everyone's lives in ways both minor and profound. CJ residents were asked to submit thoughts on
their 24/7 life in Cabin John during these unprecedented times. Like Cabin John itself, the responses were eclectic, optimistic, beautiful, and
dog friendly! We know you'll enjoy your neighbors' works as much as we did. Feel free to share your thoughts, artwork, poems and photos.
Submissions may be emailed to vneditorial@gmail.com by August 3 for our August issue.
Stay Safe, Loretta and Noelle, Village News Editors

TINA ECK
of Carver Road

CHARLOTTE TROUP LEIGHTON
of Cypress Grove Lane
With more stillness
and open spaces
abound - senses
are sharpened for
small wonders of
life and nature

Eleanor Balaban
MacArthur Blvd. Corridor Specialist
Long & Foster Real Estate, Inc.
Main: 301.907.7600 ⏐ Direct: 301.215.6875

Lucy working in the garage (one of our many
home projects during the quarantine).

Innovative
Landscapes
for
Outdoor Living

Building sustainable gardens for birds,
wildlife and people since 1980.

MARK WILLCHER & C O., INC.

“Let’s talk about
real estate along
MacArthur Blvd.”

landscape designers/contractors

www.MarkWillcherCo.com
301-320-2040
Mark@MarkWillcherCo.com
2014 BEST OF BETHESDA AWARD WINNER
b
WASHINGTONIAN AWARD WINNER
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CJ LIFE IN THE TIME OF CORONAVIRUS
morning. The group shares experiences and
exchanges ideas on dealing with these times
and check with each other in this way each
week.

JUDITH WELLES

CHARLOTTE TROUP LEIGHTON
of Cypress Grove Lane

The long-standing CJ Ladies Coffee Group,
which meets Wednesday mornings at
Market on the Boulevard, has gone virtual
during the pandemic.

The Cabin John ladies coffee group that has
met on Wednesdays weekly for years at the
Market on the Boulevard switched to Zoom
in March 2020, hosted by Nancy Shaw.
Now, up to 16 women continue to gather
and connect virtually, every Wednesday

It’s hard to imagine that we have been holed
up and working from home since March
16, venturing out only for the occasional
walk or to pick up a few provisions from the
Co-op. Lucy finished up her freshman year
at Penn State online at home. Morgan is a
senior in the Radio-Television-Film program
at the University of Texas at Austin, so this
has been a disappointing final semester for
her with senior projects being converted
to online classwork and commencement
postponed indefinitely.

keeping weeds at bay in the cemetery.
You have to keep things in perspective
during this unprecedented time. We are
fortunate to be able to work from home.
We have our health and each other. We
have technology to keep us connected with
friends and family (not as good as the real
thing, but we’ll take it). If there is any ‘silver
lining’ to this crisis, it would be the forced
reflection and slowing down of our daily
lives.
We do worry about the impact of this crisis
on our community and wonder how the
great staff at Wild Tomato and Sal’s are
doing, for example. It’ll be nice to eat out
again and to socialize in person, but it will
undoubtedly be a different world going
forward.

We have all kept busy with work, classes,
cooking, and a long list of home projects.
Russ has spent time on good-weather days
clearing the Moses Hall lodge site and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Clara Barton Community Center
‘F’ is for Friends in FCBCC
Hey Cabin John Residents,

FCBCC also paid directly for:

Here is a very brief summary of effort by Friends of CBCC in
2019 to support the Center.

• Piano tuning
• Holiday Thanks to
Center staff
• Sony Playstation
• Support for Winter Fest
Celebration

We ran the following major events last year:
• Bingo Night (March)

• Haunted House (Oct)

• Grateful Shred (May)

• Crafts Show (Dec)

Lots of Cabin Johners and others showed up for these events.

• Monthly Ads in the
Village News
• A lunch outing for seniors
• Inflatable Moonbounce
for Summer Camp

Many thanks for the support provided by the CJ Community
in 2019. No doubt the Community Center will need
support from all of us in their next fiscal year.

Sincerely, the Board of Friends of the Clara Barton Community Center
Leslie Barden, Burr Gray, Debbie Lange, Lou Lombardo, Dominique Maggio,
Bruce Wilmarth, Judith Bell, Greg Pawlson, and Stace Kimmel

7426 MacArthur Blvd., Cabin John | 240–777–4910
Center closed during COVID-19 crisis. For updates go to montgomerycountymd.gov
or email CBCC director Barry Jones at Barry.Jones@montgomerycountymd.gov
Ad funded by Friends of Clara Barton Community Center, www.FriendsCBCC.org
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LOCAL NATURE
DEATH BY HONEYSUCKLE
BY ERIC DINERSTEIN
Contributing Writer
ILLUSTRATION BY TRUDY NICHOLSON
Contributing Artist

I

t’s early June and in our area the
fragrance of honeysuckle clings to the
roadsides. When I was a child growing
up in coastal New Jersey, my first memory of
the natural world was the wild honeysuckle
growing in an abandoned lot
across the street. We would
gather at dusk, when the
aroma of honeysuckle was
most powerful, and pick the
alternating yellow and white
blossoms. Biting into the
spur at the end of the flower,
we became nectar robbers,
stealing the reward that
nature (evolution) had offered
the actual pollinators.

Little did I know that
our nectar-robbing gang
was plundering an exotic
species—Lonicera japonica—
or Japanese honeysuckle.
In Cabin John, if you’re on
the sidewalk along Seven
Locks Road in early June,
it is impossible to avoid the
inviting odor of this invader,
even with a makeshift Covid-19 mask
over your nose. We have nine species of
honeysuckle in our area, only one of them
native (see Village News, September 2013).
The rest are all introduced, and a few of
those are botanical terrors.
The Japanese species is a sun-worshipper.
You will only find it along the roadside or at
the edge of abandoned lawn, often growing
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next to Common Privet, another invader
from Europe, also flowering right now but
not as fragrant. But the worst species of the
lot is our subject, the Tatarian Honeysuckle.
This aggressive, vibrant shrub or small tree is
native to Siberia and other parts of East Asia.
It is safe to say that there may well be more
individual plants of Tatarian Honeysuckle in
North America than back in the old country.

Like many of our invasive plants, Tatarian
Honeysuckle was introduced to the U.S. as
an intriguing ornamental; that happened
way back in 1752, so I suppose it has deeper
roots in the country than most of us. This
honeysuckle’s vigorous growth of the species
would have made any novice gardeners back
in the colonial era proud of their efforts. But
this invasive has subsequently taken local
nature hostage across the entire continental

United States, reaching all the way to Alaska.
The Tatarian Honeysuckle grows in any
disturbed patch of land; it reaches these new
germination sites easily as numerous birds
and mammals ingest its berries and spread
the seeds.
Unlike the Japanese honeysuckle,
alternating with white and yellow flowers,
the Tatarian corollas range from white, to
pink, to crimson. Tubular
in shape, they are attractive.
But for our native plants,
this is all a deception: they
are experiencing one stage
or another of Death by
Honeysuckle. Unlike the
Japanese version that stakes
out territory along sidewalks,
the Tatarian can tolerate dense
shade. So it roams into the
forest interior, spreads thanks
to the native fruit-eating
fauna, and eventually shades
out all that grows under it. No
more forest recruitment under
Tatarian rule.
There is always controversy
over invasive plants, and
one can almost hear the
refrain from live-and-let-live
ecologists, “There are good
plants among exotics, too.”
At one of the birding hotspots for spring
migrants in the D.C. area—Monticello
Park near Ridge Road in Alexandria, VA—
birders are divided. When a campaign
was underway to remove the English ivy,
Periwinkle, and other invasive plants along
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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the warbler-rich hillsides, there
was also a plan to rip out the
Tatarian Honeysuckle lining
the stream that is the lifeblood
of this park. The stream is
very shallow and forms pools,
and in the spring, warblers,
orioles, grosbeaks, vireos, and
thrushes drop down from the
canopy to take their daily bath—
sometimes probably more than
once a day for a few individuals.
In the spring, we joke that in
many birding hotspots like
Rock Creek Park, there is a rash
of Birder’s Neck Disorder—a
condition brought about by
craning one’s neck for hours at
a time to examine the treetops
for that singing Blackburnian or
Bay-breasted warbler. Or was it
a Cape May?

Those species that prefer the
upper canopy grace us with
their presence as they rather
boldly take their bath in the
Monticello streambed. Like
Land Rovers converging on
the lion pride coming in for a
drink around a waterhole, the
avid birders descend around the
bathers and gape in awe or click
away. I am one of the wicked.
Some aficionados even stake
out a particular puddle that is
known to be a favorite and sit
all morning in front of their
cannon-like telephoto lenses
on their tripods waiting for the
perfect shot.
The Tatarian Honeysuckle is
perhaps the most common
shrub along the stream (for

a complete list of plants here
see the inventory on http://
www.mpnature.com). Those
who care for birds believe that
the presence of the invasive
honeysuckle actually offers
splendid perches for postbath preening for the birds
(not the birders) and a staging
platform to await their turn
at the preferred pool while
another is taking the waters.
Some land-use managers point
to the presence of these robust
invasive shrubs as protecting the
banks from erosion that might
otherwise soil the bathing pools
with silt after heavy rains. From
this perspective, pulling out
these Tatarians or cutting them
down would likely do more
harm than good. My view is

that it might shake things up for
a year or two, but other native
shrubs—spicebush, dogwood,
burning-bush, and others would
take its role. The birds wouldn’t
care.
Thinking more broadly, we can
add the Tatarian Honeysuckle
to our list of Ten Most Wanted
for Removal List. If we could
only tend our natural areas
like we weed and prune
our front yard gardens, we
would restore the ecological
imbalance. A chainsaw applied
by a knowledgeable invasive
species manager could perform
wonders in a weekend. VN

FishTacos Burgers Pizza Salads FriedClams Nachos Cra
Pasta Parmesan Shrimp Bruschetta Calamari Burgers Sala
CrabCakes FishTacos Burgers Pizza Salads FriedClams
Pasta Parmesan Shrimp Bruschetta Calamari FreshFish
CrabCakes Fis hTacos Burgers Pizza Salads FriedClams P
Pasta Parmesan Shrimps Bruscheta Cala mari FreshFish
CrabCakes acos Burgers Pizza
FriedClams Bur
Pasta Parmesan
mps Brusche
FreshFish Pi
Burgers Piz Sal
s FriedClams
CrabCakes Na
Pasta Parmesan Shrimp Brusche
arFreshFish Bur
Nachos FreshFish CrabCakes Pizza Salads Pasta FriedCla

Mo-Co LOCAL

7945 MacArthur Blvd. / Cabin John, MD
301.229.0680 www.wildtomatorestaurant.com

7945 MacArthur Blvd. /Cabin John, MD
240.802.2370 www.salsitaliankitchen.net
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EARTH MEDICINE
MS. MULLEIN…A QUIET FRIEND

L

et me introduce a good friend of mine
– Ms. Mullein. She and I met ten years
ago, and it was love at first sight.

Mullein, a biennial, spends her first year as a
fuzzy-leaved rosette. She remains low to the
ground and can be mistaken for lambs ears
due to her soft nature, but in year two, stand
back! She grows to a sturdy five feet and
sprouts a thick stalk of small yellow flowers
adored by the finches.
All plants have a personality. If Ms. Mullein
were a person, you would find her wearing
jeans and a favorite t-shirt…barefoot, of
course. Strong and steady, yet relaxed and
quiet. No fuss for her.
Mullein’s medicine is dependable and has
been used for thousands of years. Her

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF SARAH CAHILL

BY SARAH CAHILL
Contributing Writer
leaves made into
infusions (strong
teas) help return
the lungs to their
natural state of
health. Asthma,
bronchitis, flu,
coughs…call in
Ms. Mullein. I
love to make mullein milk and have been
drinking it throughout this pandemic to
protect my lungs. I heat a mug with ½
mullein infusion and ½ milk, add honey,
cinnamon, and nutmeg, and enjoy. Yum!

Look for her along the sides of the road and
in the sun in rocky areas of the canal. She
may even surprise you and appear in your
yard…if you are lucky!

If that isn’t enough, her flowers are an
amazing ear healer! Made into infused oil,
she calms earaches and infections. Gentle
earth medicine.

Thank you, Ms. Mullein! VN

Check us out on Facebook
@Hugheslandscapingsupplyco

Office: 301-330-4949
Email: Info@hugheslandscaping.com

Hughes Landscaping was founded in
1983 by John Hughes, on the
principles of customer service and
exceeding customer expectations.
Principles that the company still has
in place today. Give us a call today
to schedule a free estimate at your
convenience.
We specialize in patios, deck
building, tree care, any kind of yard
maintenance, and anything else that
you may need done outside of your
home.
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BEAUTIFICATION
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

PHOTOS COURTESY OF SUSAN SHIPP

Bob Peterson
also mow the
County strip
near their
homes. Bob
Taylor of Bob’s
Tree Service
donated a
truckload of
wood chips.

More
volunteers,
The west side of the parkway access road draws bees to the yellow-flowered coreopsis and the blue Allium and, in the
plant donations,
photo to the right, to the purple blooms of the Veronica (Speedwell).
and funding are
all welcome.
Any Cabin Johners looking to volunteer to
help with weeding, watering, or planting
When several CJ residents saw the work
Maintenance is the single biggest ongoing
a small area should contact Susan Roberts
in progress on the strip, they donated Five
issue for the beautification project.
(susanroberts487@gmail.com, 301-320-4451).
Knock Out rose bushes and two Euonymus
Coordinator Susan Roberts currently has
Even the occasional hour of assistance would
alatus, also known as winged burning
a core group of only six people – Elaine
help maintain and grow the project. VN
bush. The beautification team also planted
Hornauer, Bev Sullivan, Scott Hoffman,
180 donated bulbs, including Grecian
Sarah Cahill, Elisa DeAngelis, Cathie
Windflowers, Chequered Lilies, Allium, and
Nelson and Susan Shipp – who have worked
Crocus.
throughout the last
year on this effort.
This fall, thanks to the very generous
Thankfully, they have
donation of a resident who wishes to remain
been joined at times
anonymous, the committee will bring back
by spouses, Jerry
the professionals to finish the roughly 50Hornauer, Eric Libre,
foot unplanted portion of that narrow strip.
and Jeff Shipp, as well
as Elizabeth Miller
NATURAL & GOURMET GROCERIES FRESH PRODUCE
Coming down from Seven Locks towards
and Jackie Hoglund.
79th St., strollers pass the lovely plantings
of Richard and Lynn Hopkins, who have
Donated plants
maintained that stretch for years. Right next
from Darla Cable,
door, Uva Cable had lilies and ornamental
Jackie Hoglund,
HAPPY FATHER’S DAY!
grasses planted several years ago. The
Elaine Hornauer,
CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES
committee undertook a massive weeding
Bev Sullivan, Joel
effort this spring and added the ground
Ann Todd, Sarah
We remain Open
cover Ajuga, otherwise known as Bugleweed,
Cahill, and Susan
Tuesday-Sat. 9-6 Sunday-Mon. 10-4
Black-Eyes Susans, and Oregano to the area.
Roberts have helped
GRAB
& GO
DELI
We hope You
& your
Family
the designated CJCA
are healthy & strong
There are grasses planted on the west
funds go further.
side of the 79th St. intersection as well as
Sean Ruppert and
at the Persimmon Tree intersection. The
Jason Woodward are
beautification committee has weeded and
also helping with the
YEAST & FLOUR!
GREAT WINE & BEER SELECTION
mulched these spots. They would like to
project by mowing
add more plantings should more funding be
and mulching on
available. Areas where nearby residents are
MacArthur near their
willing to water and weed occasionally also
home when needed.
FIREHOOK BROWNIES FRESH BAGUETTE WHISKED!
will be prioritized.
Rich Kepler and

All are Welcome!

Bethesda Coop

Visit www.bethesdacoop.org 301 320-2530
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CJ IN COVID19

year we decorated our cars! We organized a
group of five friends (and their moms, our
drivers!) to put on a birthday car parade
by Katie’s house. The whole idea was a
surprise to Katie, and
definitely the best
part was seeing her
reaction (huge smiles,
happy tears). Her entire
family and a lot of
neighbors came out to
see our decorated cars
and all of us honking
and singing Happy
Birthday. It turned out
to be an unforgettable
celebration!

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

GRACE AND LAURA MILLER
of Tomlinson Ave.

GRACE: My friend Katie O'Connor turned
12 on May 2, and we knew her birthday
would not be the same in quarantine. In
middle school we typically decorate each
other's lockers for their birthday. Instead this

LAURA: I was honestly
surprised at how
celebrating the birthday
of a 12 year old made all
of us (moms, dads and kids) so happy in the
midst of a tough time of social distancing.
Seeing the O'Connors’ faces as we drove
up was something I'll never forget. I am

sure Katie will never forget her car parade
celebration either. I'm amazed at all the
creative ways families and communities are
finding to celebrate milestones of all kinds
during this time.
STEPHANIE, MICHAEL, ELIZABETH, AND
GRACE LAI
of 76th Place
We have found great joy sitting in our
backyard with almost no airplanes flying
overhead. During peak times, they used
to fly directly over every two minutes or
so, forcing us to pause all conversation.
Now there are so few planes, I don’t even
time their frequency. The Blue Angels and
Thunderbirds were a thrilling exception of
course. VN

Home has never been more important.
We are staying home to slow the spread of COVID-19, but there are circumstances where sellers
need to sell. So how are we adapting?
-

E-signing all required documents
Video tours created for enhanced marketing
Virtual open houses and virtual Broker pricing
‘FaceTime’ buyer showings
Other safety protocols (masks, gloves)

#WydlerBrothers #TreatYouLikeFamily #WhatDayIsIt

Eric W. Brooks
REALTOR ®
Licensed in MD, DC, and VA
240.532.2001
eric@wydlerbrothers.com
Compass is a licenses real estate brokers that abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. Information is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is not guaranteed. All measurements and square
footages are approximate. This is not intended to solicit property already listed. Compass is licensed as Compass Real Estate in DC and as Compass in Virginia and Maryland. 1313 14th Street NW, Washington,
DC 20005 | 202.386.6330
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REAL ESTATE ACTIVITY
IN CABIN JOHN

Manion + Associates Architects
7307 MacArthur Blvd., Suite 216
Bethesda, MD 20816
301.229.7000
www.manionarchitects.com
Contact: Thomas Manion, AIA

Courtesy of your neighbor and realtor

PATRICIA AMMERMAN

MAY - JUNE 2020
ACTIVE:

LIST PRICE

BR

FB

GAR

SQ. FT.

6419 79th St.

$1,100,000

4

3.5

2

3,665

7809 Tomlinson Av.

$1,100,000

4

3.5

2

3,528

6432 83rd Pl.

$1,187,500

4

4.5

2

3,386

6521 79th St.

$1,899,000

5

4.5

2

5,618

UNDER CONTRACT:
7719 Tomlinson Av.
7665 MacArthur Blvd.

$1,299,000

4

3

0

2,430

$875,000

3

1.5

1

1,200

Renovations | Additions | New Homes

PATRICIA AMMERMAN
Your Cabin John Realtor

Cell 301-787-8989

Office 301-229-4000 Ext 8306
Call PATRICIA, an agent who is HIGHLY
EXPERIENCED in CABIN JOHN and THE
GARDENS, it’s Amenities, Parks, and everything that makes CABIN JOHN so special.
Top Producer
Licensed in MD, DC & VA
F lu e n t i n
English and Spanish

EXPERIENCED, PASSIONATE, INTEGRITY,
SKILLED NEGOTIATOR!

pammerman@longandfoster.com
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NEIGHBORLY NEWS
IN MEMORIAM: SCOTT EMERSON HESS

CJ Family Sign-Making
in Support of Black
Lives Matter
BY JEN JORDAN
CJ Resident

S

cott Hess, a manager at the Bethesda
Co-op, tragically was killed in a car
crash May 28. Known at the co-op for
his quiet nature and steady, hard-working
presence, Scott was an integral part of the
co-op family. As one of only two managers
at the co-op during the pandemic, his
dedication literally kept the doors open for
the community, said General Manager Helen
Atkocius. The 32-year-old had worked at the
co-op for two years.
Scott grew up in Darnestown, Maryland. He
was a graduate of St. John's College High
School, in Washington, DC, and Garrett
College, in McHenry, Maryland. After
college Scott lived in Missoula, Montana. His
family says Scott's longtime passion was the
outdoors. He was an avid rock climber, biker,
and runner. He was deeply loved by his
family and friends for his subtle humor and
adventurous spirit.
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M
Scott is survived by his son, Canyon
Emerson Hess; his mother, Karen Ingoldsby
Hess; his father, Charles Hess; his sisters,
Katherine Medina (Richard), Nicole
Ladarola (Joseph), and Joanna Pim (David).
Scott will also be greatly missed by his two
nieces, Sammy and Julia; his three nephews,
Luke, Doug, and Charlie; and his loving
extended family and many friends.
The co-op will be placing a memorial bench
in Scott's name in the green space under the
trees along Seven Locks Rd. Helen hopes
the community will take time throughout
the years to come and rest and remember
Scott. Should anyone
want to help defray
the cost of the bench,
please contact Helen.
Memorial gifts may
also be made in Scott's
name to the Garrett
College Foundation,
687 Mosser Road,
McHenry, Maryland
21541. VN

ore than 35 Cabin John residents,
including children, participated
in a sign-making event in support
of Black Lives Matter. The event, organized
by students and families engaged in the
Bannockburn Elementary School PTA
Diversity & Inclusion Committee, was held
the evening of June 3 at the CJ local park.
The group is using the signs for a familycentered demonstration and vigil to be held
June 6. (Editor’s Note: This date is past The
Village News deadline and will be covered in
our August issue.)
In late May the BES committee adopted the
following pledge:
In light of recent events, the Bannockburn
Elementary School PTA Diversity and
Inclusion Committee has adopted the
following pledge affirmatively connecting the
Committee's vital and ongoing work to the
cause of racial justice. We look forward to a
vote on formally adopting the Committee's
pledge as soon as PTA meetings are
permitted to resume.
In recent weeks alone, Ahmaud Arbery was
killed while jogging, Breonna Taylor in her
home, George Floyd lying face down with
handcuffs—each a glaring example of the
incessant danger that Black people face in

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES

NEIGHBORLY NEWS

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

We, the BES Diversity &
Inclusion Committee, decry
these killings. We recognize
that they reflect the persistence
of our centuries-long legacy
of slavery, lynching, Jim
Crow, voter suppression, and
policies that create and enforce
inequality.
As we mourn those whose
lives have been cut short, we
acknowledge our sense of
powerlessness, our shame, our
frequent silence in the face of
wrongdoing. Too often, we have
looked the other way. Too often,
we have failed to speak and act.
Too often, we have benefitted

from inequality and injustice.
Today, as individuals, we
commit to a new level of
engagement, to continually
seek ways to use our voices, our
privilege, our standing in the
community to effect change.
Today, as a committee, we
commit to turning a new page.
We declare the obvious—that
Black lives matter to our beloved
community. We affirm the
need for powerful words and
collective action, both to call out
injustice and to call in love.
— The Bannockburn ESDiversity and Inclusion
Committee

CABIN JOHN DOG WALKING
Midday walks to keep your pets
happy and healthy. Many happy
Cabin John and Carderock pet
owners and their pets will happily
give their recommendations. Call
Carolyn 240-204-2953.
COMPUTER SERVICES.
DC/PC Computer Support offers
friendly, personalized computer and
electronic services to area residents.
Services include maintenance,
repairs, upgrades, tune-ups, new PC
setups, virus and spyware removal,
networking and training. In person,
remote and telephone support are
available. To schedule an appointment
or learn more about our services
email support@dc-pc.com or call Jim
at 202.841.0873.

PET CARE - BEST IN THE AREA.
YOUR PET WILL THANK YOU!
We provide:
• Daily walks
• Play dates/Daycare
• Boarding at my home
• Pet sitting at yours
We also provide daily pick ups/
drop offs for daycare and boarding
services.
Many neighborhood references.
www.licksandleashes.net
Owner: Lauren Nicholas
Cell: 808-286-6556
I cannot wait to meet you and your
furry family!

To place AN AD in the Village News
classifieds contact Business Manger at
VNbusinessmanager@gmail.com.

John Cole Photography

their homes, neighborhoods,
and communities throughout
our country.

CHILD CARE. Licensed Family
Day Care since 1991. References
available. Call Siew. 301-320-4280.

MacArthur Plaza
MacArthur Boulevard at Seven Locks Road

Single Rooms
to Large Suites
Floor plans online.

Please call
Brad Klinedinst
301-655-7252

www.garrett-smith.com

© 2020 Anthony Wilder Design Build

OFFICES
AVAILABLE

Home is
where the heart is.
From home repairs to renovations, we mind every detail.

ANTHONYWILDER.COM
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR

JULY
MacArthur Beautification Project: Thanks to Richard Hopkins, the green space in front of his
house has been a beautiful mix of blooms and grasses for years. Please see pg. 1 for story and
more photos.
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